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What is longevity risk?
The length of time people are expected to live in most developed
countries has increased by 25 to 30 years during the last century.
These gains in life expectancy are good news. However, policy makers,
insurance companies and pension trustees worry about the impact that
these gains may have on retirement financing.
As long as gains in life expectancy are foreseeable, they would have
a negligible effect on retirement financing. Unfortunately, gains in life
expectancy are uncertain – this uncertainty is called longevity risk.

…why transfer it?
Defined benefit pension schemes are exposed to the greatest levels
of longevity risk as they guarantee lifetime benefits for members. In
fact, one extra year of life expectancy could add 5% to a pension fund’s
total liabilities.
Pension trustees have an obligation to manage and mitigate the
risks faced by a pension scheme, including investment, inflation and
longevity risk.

…and to whom?
More and more pension funds are transferring longevity risk to the
reinsurance market, which provides better capital efficiency to the fund
and better pensions security to scheme members.
Such a risk transfer is attractive to reinsurers as it is a near-perfect
hedge for mortality risk – the risk that policy holders die earlier than
expected on their life assurance exposures.
The difficulty is that pension funds are not licenced to directly access
the reinsurance market.
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the solution
A captive insurance company can be interposed between the pension trustees and the reinsurer, to grant one access to the other.
A pension trustee can form a captive insurance company, typically a Guernsey-domiciled Incorporated Cell Company (see below), which issues an
insurance contract to the pension scheme. The captive insurance company then cedes 100% of the risk to the pension trustee’s chosen reinsurer.
In this manner, the pension trustee has gained access to the reinsurance market, to which the longevity risk has been transferred.
A further benefit is that, as sole shareholders of the captive insurance company, the pension trustees have governance control over its activities,
something that is not possible under a contractual arrangement.

What is an Incorporated Cell Company?
Guernsey pioneered cell company legislation in 1997 with the introduction of the Protected Cell Company. Eight years later, in 2005, the island
introduced the Incorporated Cell Company (ICC).
The ICC is made up of a core plus one or more cells, which are ‘associated companies’ of the ICC. Each cell, while part of the same ICC, is its own
legal entity. As such, it has its own board of directors, memorandum and articles of association, and its own assets and liabilities separate to those
of the core or the other cells.
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How it works - Step 1-2
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All recent captive-based longevity risk swaps have
utilised a Guernsey ICC as the structure to house
the risk transfer vehicle, which is an incorporated
cell of the ICC.

Once established, the incorporated cell (IC) requires licensing
as an insurance company under the Insurance Business
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2002, if it is to access the
reinsurance market.

The attraction of an ICC over a protected cell company
(PCC) is that each of the ICC’s cells is incorporated
and a separate legal entity in itself, which provides an
extra layer of ring-fencing of the assets and liabilities
in a cell. This provides significantly greater financial
security to the pension fund and, ultimately, to the
members of the scheme.

In Guernsey an IC can be established and licensed
as an insurer in a matter of weeks rather than months,
and even quicker if the structure qualifies as a
Guernsey special purpose insurer.

Advantages of using an ICC over a non-cellular
company include time and cost savings.
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Setting up and licensing an IC takes considerably less
time than setting up and licensing a non-cellular company.

How it works - Step 3-5

STep 3.

capitalising

STep 4.

longevity risk swap
TRUSTEE

As each incorporated cell is a separately licensed insurer,
they must meet the capital requirements set by the Guernsey
Financial Services Commission (GFSC).
Guernsey, not being a member of the European Union (EU),
is not subject to Solvency II. Instead, Guernsey has a risk-based
solvency regime based on International Association of Insurance
Supervisors (IAIS) core principles, which distinguishes between
commercial and captive insurers. This enables longevity cells
to be capitalised on a more efficient basis, reflecting the
nature of the risk of the arrangement.
Further, in line with the risk-based principles of the IAIS,
the GFSC maintains a discretion to reduce or waive capital
requirements in appropriate cases – for example, where the
insurance business is fully hedged – and exercises its
discretion in a pragmatic and proportionate way.

STep 5.

management

REINSURER

Once licensed and capitalised, an insurance contract can be
written between the trustee of the pension scheme and its IC.
At the same time a reinsurance contract, mirroring the terms of
the insurance contract, is entered into between the IC and the
pension trustee’s chosen reinsurer.
The longevity risk has been transferred from the pension fund to
the reinsurance market and no risk is retained in the cell.
Furthermore, as the transaction is fully collateralised the pension
fund may continue to gain from investment growth, which is not the
case in a pension buy-out.

While it is feasible to employ staff to manage the IC,
the level of activity typically makes it uneconomical.
The preferred course of action is for the board of directors
to appoint an insurance manager who will be responsible
for the day-to-day administration.
Guernsey, as the leading European captive insurance
centre, is home to a range of insurance managers from
institutions to independents, who will be happy to provide
management and administration to the IC.

weareguernsey.com
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why guernsey?
Guernsey is the largest captive domicile in Europe. As such, the island’s legislative and regulatory environments, captive insurance management
industry and professional adviser community, are amongst the most developed, experienced and expert in the world.
These advantages have proved persuasive - Guernsey has been the domicile of choice for all recent captive based longevity risk swaps,
including those undertaken by the British Airways, BT, Marsh & McLennan Companies and the Merchant Navy.

name

bt pension
scheme

merchant navy officers
pension fund

mmc uk pension fund
trustee limited

british airways’ airways
pension scheme

Date

July 2014

January 2015

September 2017

October 2017

Deal Value

£16 billion

£1.5 billion

£3.4 billion

£1.6 billion

Furthermore, all recent captive-based longevity risk swaps have chosen to use a Guernsey ICC as their captive insurance company.
Guernsey pioneered cell company legislation in 1997 and remains the only major captive insurance domicile to offer the ICC.
In Bermuda, ‘separate accounts’ are not incorporated. In Cayman, the cell owner does not achieve control over the portfolio insurance
companies (PIC), which must be owned by the Cayman segregated portfolio company on behalf of the cell, as it does with an ICC.

Bermuda

name

Cayman Islands

Guernsey

Ireland

Luxembourg
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✘

✘

✔

✘

✘

Pragmatic
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supervision

✔

✔

✔

✘

✘

Risk-based
solvency regime

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Insurance
expertise and
experience

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Captive-based
longevity risk
swaps

✘

✘

✔

✘

✘
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International finance centre
for more than 50 years

Pragmatic financial regulator
The Guernsey Financial Services
Commission (GFSC) while robust, has a
reputation for its flexible and pragmatic.

Close proximity to London

Captive insurance domicile

Guernsey is the closest IFC
to the City of London.

Guernsey is the largest captive
insurance domicile in Europe.

Solvency
Guernsey’s risk-based solvency regime
is based on IAIS principles, which
distinguish between commercial insurers
and special purpose vehicles.

Modern company law
Guernsey is the only major captive
insurance domicile to offer ICCs.

Unparalleled experience
and expertise

Industry bods

Advisers

Domicile of choice for all recent
captive-based longevity risk swaps.

Guernsey is home to institutional and
independent insurance managers.

Guernsey provides access to legal,
audit and actuarial expertise.

Find a practitioner today!

To find a trust provider in Guernsey, visit the
business directory at weareguernsey.com

weareguernsey.com
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weareguernsey.com
+44(0) 1481 720 071

info@weareguernsey.com

Guernsey Finance, PO Box 655, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3PN

